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Escape into the comfort of your own custom-built sunroom

Call today for a free NRG design consultation

Celebrating 40 years of service!



Also known as a 3 Season sunroom, vinyl glass
functions similarly to a screen room but with the
added option of closing off the space to outdoor
elements.  Full screens are placed behind each
window panel to allow for ventilation. A vertical 4
track panel allows for 75% ventilation into the room
and horizontal slider allows 50%.  

When the vinyl window panels are closed, the room
is protected from rain, pollen, dirt, and debris. 
 These outside elements are typically what
frustrates homeowners who have existing screen
rooms since they tend to be dirty and in need of
regular cleaning.  

3-Season Vinyl Glass
Sunroom

Eze-Breeze® Vertical 4 Track

Horizontal Slider

Vertical 4 Track

Vinyl glass sunrooms tend to be 
 less expensive than glass
sunrooms and carry a 10-year
manufacturer warranty. Vinyl
glass window panels are easy to
keep clean. 

Eze-Breeze® Vinyl Glass is extremely durable.
The flexible material is transparent and
returns to it's original shape if hit or distorted. 



4-Season Insulated
Glass Sunroom
A glass sunroom is more of a room
addition that can be cooled and heated
year-round to give it a 4 Seasons appeal.
A 4-season insulated glass sunroom adds
square footage to your home. Custom
energy efficient windows with Low E and
Argon gas are installed above a solid
insulated knee wall or a glass knee wall. 
 Choose from beautiful fixed lite windows
and doors, horizontal sliders, or double
hung windows to customize your space.  

Horizontal Slider Glass Windows

Horizontal Slider Glass Windows

Picture Glass Windows

Picture Glass Windows

Picture Glass Windows

Bronze Glass Sunroom



NRG sunrooms are designed and engineered to meet and
exceed all requirements for wind loads and building codes. 
     

Insulated roof panels can be fitted with internal fan beams
intended to run hidden electrical wiring and mount light fixtures
and fans.
  

Electricity can be installed by a licensed electrician to provide
outlets and fans.

Customize Your
Sunroom
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Vertical 4 Track
Cabana Door

Full View
Cabana Door

The PGT Cabana Door is the ideal companion to all of our PGT
Eze-Breeze products. Vertical 4-track Cabana door panels
offer 75% ventilation. In other words, three of the lightweight,
vinyl-glazed panels can be easily raised or lowered over the
fourth to create an outdoors feel. Or remove and store the
panels – leaving the screens in place – for 100% airflow. Full
View Cabana door offers an unobstructed view from inside or
outside your sunroom. 

 

Door Options

Roof Options
Gabled Roof Under Existing RoofMono-Slope Roof

Vinyl Glass Glass


